OsmoHLR - Feature #2359
Write OsmoHLR manual
07/11/2017 07:06 PM - msuraev

Status:

Closed

Start date:

Priority:

Urgent

Due date:

Assignee:

neels

% Done:

07/11/2017
100%

Category:
Target version:
Description
We should have manual for OsmoHLR in https://cgit.osmocom.org/osmo-gsm-manuals/ documenting (among other things) ctrl
interface.
Related issues:
Related to OsmoHLR - Feature #2447: simple way to add subscribers to HLR

Closed

08/15/2017

Related to Cellular Network Infrastructure - Feature #1877: osmo-gsm-manuals:...

Resolved

12/13/2016

Related to Cellular Network Infrastructure - Feature #2299: osmo-gsm-manuals:...

Resolved

05/27/2017

History
#1 - 08/15/2017 05:57 PM - laforge
- Assignee set to sysmocom
- Priority changed from Normal to High

#2 - 09/15/2017 04:11 PM - laforge
- Related to Feature #2447: simple way to add subscribers to HLR added

#3 - 09/27/2017 10:18 PM - neels
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee changed from sysmocom to neels

osmo-gsm-manuals.git branch neels/osmo-hlr

#4 - 10/02/2017 02:46 PM - neels
- Related to Feature #1877: osmo-gsm-manuals: update GSUP docs added

#5 - 10/09/2017 02:38 PM - neels
- % Done changed from 0 to 30

some of it exists on branch neels/osmo-hlr, but waiting for #2447 to be able to document subscriber creation

#6 - 10/09/2017 02:59 PM - neels
- Related to Feature #2299: osmo-gsm-manuals: reflect split of separate repositories from openbsc.git (OsmoMSC, OsmoBSC, ...) added

#7 - 10/24/2017 10:31 AM - neels
- % Done changed from 30 to 90

The patch is https://gerrit.osmocom.org/4348 which needs minor tweaks after the CTRL interface patch was tweaked, practically done.

#8 - 11/07/2017 09:32 PM - laforge
- Priority changed from High to Urgent

05/19/2019
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#9 - 11/08/2017 02:23 PM - neels
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 90 to 100

https://gerrit.osmocom.org/#/c/4393/

#10 - 02/06/2018 08:26 AM - laforge
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

05/19/2019
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